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STATEMENT OF THESIS 
Thi s  thesis  is  a report of my experi ences with 
fibers and fabrics in producing s c ulptural forms . 
They begin with my use of fibers in unstuffed sculp­
ture and proceed to the use of stuffing materials in 
many vari eti es . To give an historical perspective , 
inc luded are a nurnber of related works , both pri mi-
tive and recent . For the purpos e  of critical analysi s ,  
e8.ch sculptural form i s  pictorially presented and 
discussed. 
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HISTORY OF FIBERS AND FABRICS IN STUFFED SCULPTURE 
Examples of fibers that have been u s ed on , with , 
or as three dimensi onal forms generally do not survive 
the test of time except in dry desert c l imates. Used 
often in the making of masks were perishabl e plant 
fibers and animal hair .  Examples , however, can b e  
found i n  the art o f  primi tive oc eanic peoples of the 
Pac ific , the American Indians , and th e Africans •. 
The mask in I llustration 1 i s  an example of a 
"helmet-mask found in the Purari River region, Gul f  
o f  Papua in N ew Guinea. 11 1 Beaten bark has been stretch-
ed over a reed structure. Fiber tufts are fastened 
to the pointed ears.2 
Another mask , Illustration 2 ,  �howing the tribal 
character of African art, comes from the Darr trib e  
l iving i n  the contiguous areas o f  eastern Liberiar 
Guinea,. and the western Ivory C-oast. This exampl e 
shows th e essentially restrained and humanistic qual i ty 
in fac e  masks. Men ' s  soc i eties adopted this tra i t  
as a s ingle broadly consistent art form among most 
tribes in the same area. In striving for the reali stic 
effec t ,. fibers were used to rP.present hair • .3 
' I. 
; 
i. 
'· 
I 
I' 
,. 
1 
j. 
,. 
l 
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Illustration 1 

4 
All masks were not made in the same way , as seen 
here , hut were produced in innumerable vari eti es , from 
the s implest of c rude ' false faces ' held by a handle ,  
to c omplete head c overings with ingenious movable parts 
and hidden faces.  Mask makers have shown great re-
sourcefulness in selecting and combining available 
materials . Among the substances uti lized are woods , 
metals , shells , fibers , ivory, clay, horn , s tone, 
feathers, l eath e r ,  furs , paper, c loth , and cornhusks. 
Surface treatments have ranged from rugged simpl i c i ty 
to intricate carving, from polished woods and mosaias 
to gaudy adornments. 
Masks were usually worn with a costume which con-
c ealed the identi ty or even the entire body of the 
wearer. When the mask was worn on top of the head 
as a cap ,  the wearer looked out from between the c loth-
ing and the main body of the mask where fibers often 
were used to h i de the opening. 
Fibers were constructed into everyday i t ems as 
·well as in religi ous and ritual ornaments of the primi -
tive peoples . They were woven into mat s ,  cloth , baskets ,. 
and other common articles.  Fibers did not become prev-
,. 
I 
, . 
,. 
·. 
'· 
alent again in sculpture until very rec ently , but have ·· 
constantly been used i n  woven piec es�. When used in 
sculpture, they were often constructed with the use of 
stuffing materials to aid in the three dimensional eff ecto 
. . . . ... � . .: .. ·· -· 
5 
By comparing primitive mask examples with our 
modern sculpture made through the use of fibers, par-
allels can be not ed.  Just by comparing Illustration 1 
and Illustration 2 with examples of contemporary work , 
my own and that of other artists noted within this 
paper, similariti es can be seen. Some of these are: 
1 .  Working with f ibers or fiber-like materials 
over a frame. 
.· 
2.  Adding f i bers to materials other than other 
fibers. · •: 
3.  Braiding ,  twisting, wrapping ,  and knotting 
of fibers. 
4 .  Use of appliqu�. 
Probably th e artist using fibers in h i s  sculpture ,  
with whom we are most familiar, is C'laes Oldenburg • . 
H e  came into prominence with his experimentati on with 
sof t ,  stuffed sculptures in the early 1960 ' s ,  at the 
same time that weaving was moving away from the wall. 
Such soft obj ects later h eld a defini te place within 
the style of pop art . 
. 
' 
!' 
. 
l; 
Mr. Oldenburg ' s  soft sculptures,  in vinyl plastic i 
and in canvas, were produced "perhaps to reduc e th e 
personal expressionist quality"4. Among them are his 
French Fries ( Illustr2tion 3 ,  showing Pat Oldenburg 
with French Fries and Ketchup) blown up to colossal 
proportion; sewn together by his wi f e ,  the gigantic 
potato straws filled with kapok are movable and soft 
to the touch--like high cushions. They are arranged 
-. 
I 
i 
I 
I' 
I I 
1. 
I· 
'1 
I, 
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6 
any way one l ikes , with a large dollop of red ketchup 
on top , also in cuddly , kapok-stuffed washabl e vinyl. 5 
Illustration 3 
With the exhibition Deliberate Entanglements 
held at th e University of California in Los Angeles 
during th e month of November , 1971 , weaving broke 
through its confines and presented itself as sculpture.  
Again in January, 1972, and Aprjl , 
N ew York ' s  Museum of Contemporary 
---�..=.. - - -
197J ,  
Crafts 
- -
exhibits at 
entitled 
- ·--
I 
!' 
I I I· t 
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Sculpture in Fiber and Sewn, Stitch ed, and Stuffed 
were available to the publ i c .  The first show ex-
hibited woven and non-woven f iber forms ; the s econd 
c onc entrated on stuffed fabrics as a sculptural 
medium .6 
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VARIETIES OF FIBERS 
Fibers are units of matter having length at least 
10 0  times their diameter or width. Fibers suitable 
for textile use possess adequate length, fineness, 
strength, and flexibi1ity for yarn formation and fabric 
rronstruction, and for withstanding the intended use 
of the completed fabric. (A fabric:' is a web woven from 
fibers or otherwise.) Other properties�affecting 
texti�e fiber performance include elasticity, crimp 
(waviness) ,. moisture absorption, .reaction to heat and 
sunlight, reaction to the various chemicals applied 
during processing and in the dry cleaning or laundering 
of the completed fabric, and resistance to insects 
and micro-organisms.7 The wide variation of such prop­
erties among textile fibers determines their suitability 
for various uses. 
Fibers are either natural or man-made. The im­
portant natural fibers are cotton, wool, linen, jute, 
sisal, and silk. Although silk has long been considered 
the most elegant and desirable of all natural fibers� 
it does not stand up well under direct sunlight and 
heat and, in general, requires more care than most 
other fibers •. Wool, like silk, is an animal fiber. 
8 
9 
Depending upon i ts weav e ,  i t  can be made into extremely 
strong and beautiful fabric s .  Both cotton and linen 
are made from vegetable fi bers and are both durable 
and pliable. Unless cotton and linen are interwoven 
wi th other fibers , however, they are not generally 
as s trong as wools or man-made fibers and tend to be 
restricted to light-duty interior purposes.  Much 
coarser plant f ibers , jute and s isal are being used 
more in fabric s .  Jute has become second t o  cotton i n  
world fiber consumption. 8 S isal i s  valued for use as 
cordage because of its strength , durability , ability 
to s tretch , affinity for c ertain dyestuffs , and resistance 
to deterioration in sal t water. 9 
Man-made ( synthet i c )  fibers in the 20th c entury 
exist under a variety of trade names , and new synthetics 
are continuously being developed. Some of the major 
fam i l i es of synthetic fibers are gl�ss fibers, acetat e ,  
acrylic and modacrylic , nylon , olefin, polyester , rayon , 
and saran. The chemical composition and proc esses 
used in the manufacture of man-made fibers make possible 
a variety of spec ific  qualities.  Some offer s trength 
and elasticity ( ac etat e ,  modacrylic , nylon , polyester) ; 
some offer resi stance to fire ( ac etate ,  modacryli c , 
polyester, glass fibers) , stain (ac etate) , mildew, 
sun ,  or abrasion ( acrylic);  and some offer resistance 
•. 
I 
;. 
10 
to moisture nnct organic agents (modacrylic , acrylic , 
polyester) ; others to crush ing and wrinkling ( polyester ) . 
Many fabrics are woven in a combination of two 
or more fibers in an attempt to improve the appearance 
or utility or both. Another factor in s electing or 
spec i fying fibers or fabrics i s  th e touch or the ' hand' 
of eac h . 10  Personal taste also enters into the pref­
erence of one fabric over another. With the large 
sel ection of both natural and man-made fibers today , 
one should not find i t  difficult to obtain sui table 
fabri c s .  
VARIETIES OF STUFFINGS 
With imagination,  an artist can use many materials 
readily available to him for stuffing h i s  sculpture. 
Around the home, one might find any of the following: 
cut-up second-hand mattresses , old pillow materj.al, 
rock wool insulation, feathers , cotton or dacron bat-
ting , hay or straw, newspaper balls , o l d  nylon stock-
ings, cork , steel wooi, rags , yarns , and c lothing 
material.  
Others which are c ommon to most fabric or depart­
ment stores include foam rubber , polyester fibers , 
polyurethane, and polystyrene ( styrofoam) .  Because 
of the different properti es of eac h ,  artists have 
chosen one over the oth er to achieve th e desired . 
effect.  
FOAM RUBBER 
Also called sponge rubber or latex foam ,  foam 
rubber is made of latex compounded wi th various ingre-
di ents and whipped into a froth . The resulting prod­
uct c ontains roughly 85 percent air and 1 5  perc ent 
rubber and can be molded and vulcani zed.  It is used 
for a wide range of consumers ' goods , including padding 
for upholstered furniture , mattresses , and pillows . 11 
. . . . ... .. . . . . .... . . . . 
11 
I 
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1 2  
In Claes Oldenburg' s Giant Hamburger, his materials 
are listed as canvas , cloth , .  Dacron, metal , foam rubber, 
and Plexiglas . Foam rubber was used here as the stuff­
ing material . 1 2  ( Il lustration 4 )  
I llustration 4 
POLYESTER FIBERS 
Polyester is  any o f  a c lass of substances com­
posed of large l inear ( chainli k e )  or cross-linked 
( net-work) molecules , or polymers , formed from a large 
number o f  smaller molecules , or monomers , by establish-
ment of ester l inkages between them. 
The l ong-chain polyester made from ethylene glycol 
and terephthalic aci d  is the basi s  of the fiber called 
Dacron, Fortrel, or Terylene and the film Mylar. 
The polyester fibers are generally similar in 
performance and 
ament 
range 
types are 
of 1 0 5 , 000 
- - --.. --- -
properti es .  Some high-strength fil-
processed to withstand loads in the 
to 125 , 000 pounds per square inch, 
I t l1 
·: 
13 
c omparable to high-tenacity nylon and c onsiderably 
h igher than regular nylon filament; oth er types have 
somewhat l ess tens i l e  strength . Normal filament types 
can be stretched about 20 to 30 percent beyond th eir 
original l ength , both in the dry and wet states; strong 
fi lament types can be stretched about 7 to 14 perc ent; 
and staple fiber can be stretched about 25 to 40 per­
c ent. The polyester fibers have h igh elastic  recovery 
and are low i n  moisture absorption. They are not 
combustible but will usually melt at about 26o0c 
(500° F ) .  Prolonged exposure to l ight reduces strength 
but does not effect color. Polyesters have good re­
sistance to chemical s .  They can b e  washed i n  alkaline 
solution; but extremely strong , hot s oluti ons may 
produce decomposition. They can be dry-cl eaned with 
most common cleaning solvents . Polyesters are res i s ­
tant to attack by ins ects and micro-organisms . Low 
moi sture content makes them likely to accumulate static 
charges unless treated with antistatic agents . 13 
POLYURETHANE 
Polyurethanes are of a class of  synthetic resin­
ous, fibrous , or eJ.astomeric compounds belonging to 
the family of organi c polymers, consi sting of large 
molecules formed by ch emic�l combination of many small 
ones (monomers) into cha i.ns or networks . The best 
,• 
'• 
.. . 
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., 
�· 
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knO\·m polyurethanes are flexi blc foams--used as up-
holstery materia l ,  mattresses , and the like--and rigjd 
forms--used for such lightweight structural elements 
as cores for airplane wings . 
Polyurethanes are made by th e reaction of diiso­
cyanates ( organic compounds containing two functional 
groups of structure--NCO ) with other difunctional . 
c ompounds such as glyc o l s .  Foamed polyurethanes result 
from the reaction of diisocyanates with organic com-
pounds, usually polyesters , containing carboxyl groups; 
these reactions liberate bubbles of carbon dioxide 
that remain dispersed throughout the produ c t .  Use 
of polyethers or .polyesters containing hydroxyl groups 
in preparing polyurethanes results in the formation 
of elastomeric fibers or rubbers that have outstandjng 
resistance to attack by ozone but are vulnerable to 
the action of acids or alkalies .  
In  textil es the synthetic fiber known generically 
as spandex is composed of at least 85 percent by weight 
of segmented polyurethane. Such fibers are generally 
used for their highly elastic properties. Trademarked 
f ibers in this group include Lycra, Numa , Spandell e ,  
and Vyrene. Such fibers have , for many textil e  pur-
poses , largely replaced the fiber group knovrn generally 
as rubber that includes both natural and synthetic 
·, 
·. 
15 
.· 
rubber fiber manufactured under such trademarked names· 
as Lactron, Lastex , and Contro. 
Although somewhat low in strength in the relaxed 
state ,  spandex fibers can be stretched about 500 to 610 
perc ent beyond their original l ength without breaking 
and have excellent and quick return to their original 
l ength. The fiber, usually white  with dul l  lustre, 
i s  readily dyed. It is extremely low in moisture ab-
sorption , retaining only O . J  percent of its weight 
in moi sture. I t  melts at about 250° C ( 480° F) and 
yellows with prolonged exposure to heat or l ight. 
I tems made o f  spandex can be machine washed and dried 
at moderate temperatures . Use o f  chlorine bl each can 
produce yellowing. Spandex fibers are frequently c over-
ed with other fibers of nylon, rayon, acetate ,  or cotton. 
By the 1960 ' s , .  use of th e uncovered fiber had greatly 
!, increas ed:  and efforts were being made to develop 
methods to correct i ts tendency to discolor.14 
POLYSTYRENE 
An important member of the class of synthetic 
organic polymers, polystyrene i s  composed of long-
chain molecules prepared by a ch emical reac tion i n  
which many ( usually 2 , 000 to 3 , 000 ) .molecules o f  the 
aromatic hydrocarbon styrene become l inked together. 
Large-scale manufacture of polystyrene was begun 
in the late 1930 ' s; usually the styrene is dispersed 
I' 
,· 
i: 
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in water wi th the aid of soap , and th e polymerization 
reaction i s  initiated by free-radical catalysts. The 
product , an inexpensive , strong , thermoplastic (sof-
tened by heat) resin that resists attack by acids, 
alkalies,  and many solvents , does not absorb water 
and is an exc ellent electrical insulator. 
Addition of rubber latex to the suspension in 
which polystyrene is made greatly increases its resis-
tance to impact .  By the mid-1960 ' s, more than half . 
. . . .  ·� 
i. the polystyrene made in the u.s. was produced by this 
.. 
:: 
' ·' 
' 
. 
.. 
proc ess. Polystyrene has numerous uses , as in making 
housings for such large household applianc es as re­
frigerators and air conditioners. 1 5  
Styrene polymeri z es readily in pure form or in 
solution , suspension , or emulsion--usually under the 
influence of peroxide catalysts. The polymer i s  a 
colorless, transparent ,  thermoplast�c resin ( polymer 
product used to make objects of plastic with the ap­
plication of heat ) ,  which has a specific gravity around 
1 . 08 and a molecular weight range from 50 , 000  to 200 , 00 0 .  
Commercially produced polystyrene i s  amorphous, has 
useful electrical and mechanical properties ,  and sof­
t ens around 90° C ( 194° F). I t  i s  highly resistant 
· to moisture, acids ,  and bases but i �  easily attacked 
by organi c  solvents. Polystyrene and c los ely related 
i. 
17 
polymers are th e most popular resins for certain mold-
ing and extrusion procedures in the forming of plastic 
objec t s . 16 
. 
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MAJOR USES OF FIBERS , FABRICS , 
AND STUFFING IN SCULPTURE 
FIBERS 
Craftsmen have been seeking additional techniques 
c ompatible with the woven surface that would allow 
them a greater freedom than those us ed with the loom : 
a freedom to explore the potential of fiber structurally 
and expressively . Soon a whole new vital i ty burst· 
:. forth . Macram� became a method and an end in i tself '• 
j 
:. that captured unprec edented enthusiasm among craftsmen. 
The knots themselves provided a structural , expressive,  
and decorative quality by virtue of repetition. Other 
: techniques that were explored included twining, braid-
'· 
I, 
i· ing, plaiting ,  kni tting , crochet , and basketry methods . 
I 
All are single el ement techniques that are as anci ent 
as they are new. They are techniques that have appear­
ed in utilitarian fiber objects.  I t  was only for the 
artist to use these techniques in a new emphasi s  and 
apply them to their contemporary statements. 17 
Following are examples of end products. of the 
use of fibers in unwoven s c ulpture: ( Illustrations 
5 through 9) 
18 
,I 
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I l lustration 6: Untitled.  Mary Ann Glantz.  
18tt h i�h! lOi9wi de.  Jute and polypropyl ene. and twining. 
1'�...JilO:-.�· 
1972 . 
Ma cram� 
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I; I llustration 7 :  Fiber Sculpture Wal l .  Libby Flatus. ,, 1972.  12 ' high , 10 ' wide,  2 '  deep. S i sal , cowh i d e ,  jl and leather. An environmental wall created as part 1 l of the architectural planning of tho Irvine Corp . , I · Big Canyon Country Club, Newport Beach, Cali fornia . 20 --- r=-
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I llustration 8: For Women Only. Norma Mi�iowitz. 
Crochet, stitchery, trapunto , and hooking. 
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HAND-WOVEN FABRIC 
Woven forms have broken away from conservative 
approaches; they have fragm ented into a staggering 
variety of innovative trends and statements . Simul-
taneousl y ,  weaving techniques also have changed. 
Traditional looms are , and always will b e ,  popular. 
The weaver has also adapted many off-loom weaving 
techniques ; these have been stimulated by the study 
of historical weaving methods by primi tive peoples 
who devised and improvised weaving methods based on 
materials at hand . Such devic es as simple frames, 
circular hoops , branches, and cardboard are all warped 
and used for weaving. Finger weaving and braiding , 
Indian braiding, and other techniques have been in­
vestigated and adapted to modern woven work.2) 
Often large weavings are composed of assembled 
parts . The piece i s  planned so i t  can be made in sec -
t i ons, either on the loom or on an off-loom devic e ,  
and then the pieces are put together either by weaving 
or other techniques such as knotting, crochet , and 
tying, so  the threads purposely extend beyond the 
surface plane to yield texture and dimension. 24 
Following are examples of hand-woven sculpture : 
� (Illustrati ons 10 through 14) 
j1 
,, 
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Illustration 10 : 
Wagstaff. 1971.  
--
• 
2 3  
Midsummer N ight ' s  Dream. J�n 
96" high , 48" wide.  Wool. 2) 
lj 
• 
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I llus 
Abaka 
24 
Lena 
Illustration 12: The Wra i th .  Max Lenderman. 1972. 
8' high , 40" wi de , 14" deep . Linen, wool , rayon, roving, 
and cheni� le ; quadruple woven Rya khotting. Polyester 
stuffing. 7 
-------- - ---- -- --- - ---
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Illustration lli Y2llow Orange Abakan. Magdelena 
Abakanowicz. 1969. 0 
. -- A; . 
1972. 
n, roving, 
lyester 
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I l lustration 1 3: Flying Form 
1 .  Budd Stalnaker. 6311 high, 
J:i:o" wide , 17"  deep. An 
archi tectural hanging c omposed 
of woo1�81 inen , brass ,  and bronze.  
�--- ­--�-
Illustration 14:  Unti­
tled. Peg Wood Green-
f i e 1 de 19 7 2 e 84 II 
high , 23"  wide. (One 
of two related forms . )  
Double woven with slits 
in each s ec tion to allow 
unwoven cords from one 
portion to be pulled 
through the other. 
French knots and 
wrapping. 29 
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PURCHASED FABRIC 
The relief dimension in soft art is an intriguing 
offshoot of the combination of fabric collage and 
traditional quilting techniques. The result is usually 
a brilliantly colored work rich in shimmering textured 
fabrics that exploit the changes of light and shadow 
on the surfaces. Satins, silks, rayons, velvets, wet-
look synthetics, shantungs, and moir� satins are favored 
materials because of their color and their 'light� 
bouncing' qualities. To people who are interested in 
traditional quilting, its application to new .art forms 
is another surprise showing the ability of the inno-
vative mind to apply old techniques to contemporary 
statements.JO 
Today's arti$t often develops his own technique. 
He may make a 'pocket' in two layers of fabric and 
� stuff this shape. A completely padded extra shape 
i; 
may be incorporated onto the surface of the work. 
This form may be made much as a throw pillow for a 
couch and then stitched to the background. 
Another technique which the artist can use is to 
bond the fabric to a sheet of foam rubber either by 
gluing or sewing. This process gives a soft padded 
background to which other padded shapes may be sewn. 
Modern sewing machines are a boon to the artist 
because a variety of linear qualities can easily be 
. ·. 
_. ·-
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achieved by changing the type of stitch: satin, zig-
zag, buttonhole, overcast, and so forth. Hand-stitch-
ing is also included in many of the works. 
Further imagery can be applied with textile paints 
and waterproof felt-tip pens, if desired.31 
Following are examples of purchased fabric incor-
i· porated into sculpture: (Illustrations 15 through 20) 
I I I I; ,, Illustration 15: Return to Quietism. Janice Ring. 1972. 
b' high, 2' wide. Wool yarn, 
burlap, raku beads, marine 
cord, velvet upholstery fabric. 
Free-form pieces must often 
be constructed as they are 
worked; no basic technique 
may apply to every piece. 
This hanging was done on a 
frame and combined weaving 
with fabric. Weaving was done, 
the velvet form was manipulated, 
pinned, and stuffed, then sevm 
in place, and weaving continued. 
Additional woven portions were 
assembled later. Beads and 
macram� were added last.32 
I. 
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Illustration 16 :  Dark Presence. 
Marilyn Howard. 78" high, .54" 
wide. Stuffed and padded velvet, 
silk, satin, synthetic blends. 
Fur, beaded felt, self-cording. 
Cotton and linen backed with 
plywood and reinforced at top.33 I, 
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Illustration 17: 
Wall Hanging. M. 
Joan Lintault. 
1972. 3 ·7�" x 
3'2". Cot4on, 
trapunto.J 
Illustration 18 :  The Love Affair or The Cow Pasture Bed. 
Michelle Gamm Clifton. 1972. 61811 X 6'8" X 3'7". 
Plywood, dacron, mqslin, fur-like fabric, acrylic paint, 
charcoal drawing.3 � 
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Illustration 17: 
Wall Hanging. M. 
Joan Lint�uJt. 
1972. 3'71" x 
3'211• Cot�on , 
trapunto . J 
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Illustration 19: 
Sheila, Wanda 
and Mona. 
Glory MacDonald. 
1972. 12" high. 
6611 deep. 
Lambskin. 
Motors and 
squeaky toys 
are placed 
inside so 
when the piece 
is electrically 
activated it 
undula te�6a.nd squeaks. 
Illustration 20i 
Butterfl�. Noami 
Kahan. 1972. 3611 
high, 27" wide. 
Dyed natural linen 
quilted and stuffed 
with Dacron. The 
linen has been 
fringed; metal 
objects hang
3
from 
the leather. 'I 
31 
STUFFING 
The act of stuffing is both an ad di ti ve and sub-
trac�ive sculptural process. One can create forms and 
assemble them; if they are not right or do not work, 
' 
I one can make them shorter, thinner, or remove them 
Ii I 
l I I� 
II 
!. I 
! I. 
altogether. Alterations and revisions are relatively 
simple.38 
Varieties of stuffing materials have been dis­
cussed earlier on pages 11 through 16.  An artist will 
choose the stuffing which best fits his needs or plan 
of his sculpture. 
Following are sculptures using a variety of stuff­
ing materials: 
Illustration 21: Soft 
Refrigerator. Karlen 
Allard. 1972. 5 '  high. 
The vinyl material covers 
layers of laminated foam 
with cotton batting 
around it. A wood base 
and some wood framing 
is used'. 39 
.... 
'· 
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Illustration 22: 
Model ( Ghost) 
Telephone. Claes 
Oldenburg. 1963 . 
71" high , 48" wide, 
11" deep. MusliJJo and foam rubber. 
--
32 
I l lustration 23: Water Fau�et. 
Coral Onopa. 1 973 . 1411 high,. 
11" wide. Gray and white  satin 
are stitched to a foam-rubber 
pad for the soft backing; 
other shapes stanct4�ut as reli ef dimensions. 
1. 
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Illustration 24: Four Ballerinas. Ruth Geneslaw. 
1972. 61"  high. Tubular weave in white wool and 
unspun fleece. The tubes are reinforced with metal 
rods and wires 4�r structural support and stuffed 
with polyester. 
----� ---
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I llustration 2 5 :  Polly and Esther Doubleknit.  Priscilla 
Sage. 1972. 11" high , 411 wide Doubleknit polyester 
fabrics stuffed with polyester. 43 
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I llustration 26 : Flow as Life Flows . 
Janice  Ring. L� · high , 61 wide. Jut e ,  
wool , and silk yarns44velvet fabric , and Dacron stuffing. 
I l lustration 27 1 Pouch. Naomi Kahan. 
1972. 40" high , 20" wide. 45Jute and l inen stuffed with Dacron. 
--
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Illustration 28z The Chair Woman. N ell Booker Sonnemann. ' 1972 . 4i ' high. A plastic bag stuffed with foam ,� 
!1 
pellets i s  covered with assorted fabrics appliqu�d. 46 , --
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Illustration 2 9 i  Rocking Rhino. 
Dorothy Zeidman Lipski . .  4• high , 
5 '  wi de. In progress photo 
shows the c olored fabrics pinned 
in place .  The understructure 
i s  hand-carved Styrofoam; i t  
i s  covered with Fiberglas cloth 
and epoxy resin and then ¢�o 
layers of Dacron batting. 
l' 
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Illustration 30 1  Fabric Sculpture 11 
tf.1.. Jan Wagstaff. 50" high , 8" 1 
wide. Satiu
8 
and velvet stuffed 
with kapok • 
-- - ·---- --- -- - . - 11 
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I l lustration Jl: Bernini Column. Gillian Bradshaw-Smith. 
1971 . 62"  high .  40 11 wi de ,  47" deep. Linen canvas s ewn 
to shape over a wood box construction.  The linen is  
stuffed with polystyrene pellets and drawn on with ink L and s ewn with threads to emphasize th e l inear elements . �9 
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PROJECTS WITH OBJECTIVES , 
WORKING PROCESSES , 
AND 
CRITICAL COMMENTS 
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I l lustration 32 
Title- )-Layered Space Hangi ng 
S i ze- 12 inches by 39 inches 
Date Completed- Summer 1973 
Illustration 33 
Obj ective- To gain the experi enc e of weaving fibers 
on a loom with two warp beams . 
Process- Th e loom was dressed using a loom with two 
warp beams and eight harnesses . Each layer was 
woven independently ( unattached) o f  the others 
except in creating the pouches . Wrapping was 
completed after the piece  was removed from the 
loom, Threads l eft unwoven on each side were 
cut and used as the base for wrapping. Warp 
threads at the bottom were used as the base for 
the lower wrapping. 
Observation and Cri ticism 
1 .  The piece tends to become very flat the longer 
i t  hangs , Stuffing added to the pouched areas 
would have been one way to solve this problem. 
2 .  Weaving layers together makes a much stronger 
j o int than hand or machine sti tching. 
I 
j' 
\ 
I I I 11 
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3 .  On I l lustration 33 , .  the middle wrapping does not 
work as well as is s een in Illustration J 2 o  Two 
different thicknesses of threads were used for 
the wrapping. The thicker of the two works better! 
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Illustration 
T1 tle- Three-Headed Form 
Si ze- 1 5  inches by JO inches 
Date Completed- Summer 1973 
Obj ective- To create a soft sculpture that is free­
standing without the use of any outward frame 
or support other than the bas e .  
Proc ess- During planning , paper was cut i n  three 
different p i eces , each n. different shape and 
with different placement of holes . They were 
used as patterns to cut out burlap which was 
sewn together on the wrong s i de and turned right 
side out. Each sewn shape was then dipped into 
bleach just where holes were planned, to lighten 
just those areas . The holes were finished by hand 
and the stuffing added. The three forms were 
then hand-stitched together and placed on a walnut 
base that had been prepared with dowel rods glued 
into holes in the bas e to  support each form. 
Observation and Critic ism 
1 .  Due to a very large hole l eft i n  one o f  the 
end forms ,. this piece has a front v i ew that 
is  more pleasing than the other vi ew. 
2. In moving the sculpture many times , the dowel 
rod in one of the legs broke .  By having l egs 
and dowels larger , this might have been avoided. 
3 .  Even though the dowel rods do not show up 
from a distanc e and are not l eft uncovered, 
they do make a hard bulge in a few places when 
someone is  vi ewing the sculpture at c lose 
range. 
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The bleached areas around the holes or negative 
areas do not show up as much as they did when 
the sculpture was completed.  Exposure to 
the sun has faded the darker gold of the 
burlap. 
The softness of such 
has been lost due to 
the polyester fiber. 
look and touch . 
a piece of ' soft sculpture ' 
th e tight stuffing of 
I prefer the softer 
.. 
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I llustration 3 5  
Title- Wormed Peepholes 
S i z e- 17 inches by 25 inches 
Date Completed- Summer 1973 
Objec tive- To incorporate wrapping to enhance a free­
standing sculpture. 
Proc ess- The first stage involved th e arrangement of 
areas and th e sewing of the basi c  form. The areas 
to be later l eft open were dipped into watercolor. 
The color was allowed to bleed, resulting in the 
sl ightly varied color around the negative spac es. 
Irregular shape outlines were s ewn on the right 
side of the fabric and then the fabric frayed to 
the stitches , l eaving threads to be used as a 
base for the wrapping. The form was then stuffed 
with polyester fiber, the base is made out of 
redwood in which the muslin extends into the base 
J/4 of an inch. By adding other c ords to th e 
frayed muslin threads they could be made longer. 
Observation and Criticism 
1 .  This sculpture has one side that i s  more 
appealing to me than the other. The side 
containing more wrapping s eems to be overdone 
with the wrapping and the side shown here 
is not too complicated. 
2 .  The musl in form needs to have more support 
other than just the base .  As work was done 
on the wrapping, th e polyester fiber used 
for stuffing became flexible and tends to 
bend forward or backward when placed on a 
table unless a specific effort i s  made to 
straighten i t  up. 
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J .  Compared with Thr ee-Headed Form which pre­
ceeded it , this sculpture seems softer for 
a number of reason s :  
a. The muslin is smoother to touch. 
b .  There i s  no support within th e stuffed 
form. 
c� The feeling of more softness comes with 
shapes that are more collapsible or 
movable. 
!• 
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Illustration 36 
Illustration 37 
Title- Variable Use Pillow Forms 
S i ze- Open: 14 inches by 32 inches 
Closedz  14 inches square 
Date Completed: Summer 1973 
Obj ective- To incorporate wrapping in a double-woven 
sculpture. 
Process- Five di fferent colors of threads were used 
for warp, placed at random through the reed. 
The two wrapped areas on each side of the c enter 
pil low were completed on the loom. After the 
fabric was removed from the loom , stuffing in 
the center pil low was done by using a slit that 
was left in the woven fabric .  Side pillows were 
stuffed through open ends before wrapping of the 
warp threads . All other areas were wrapped to 
complete the piece.  
Observation and Cri tic ism 
1 .  The pj ec e i s  definitely more interesting 
when open. 
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2. The pi ec e  i s  so versatile,  that i t  can al so 
be hung on a wall by the two middle open 
wrapped areas so that the side  pillows hang 
out freely. 
3 .  Along the two ends o f  the small pillows , 
polyester fiber that was used as the stuffing 
can often be seen i f  viewed very closely . 
This is  due to the fact that they were not 
woven together, but left open for the purpose 
of stuffing. A solution would be to have 
slits on the back of the small pillows as 
4 o  
5.  
well • .  
The wrapping helps to greatly enhance the 
squareness of the double-woven forms. 
Thi s  p i ec e  looks best when placed in a corner • 
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Illustration J8 
Illustration 39 
Title- Looped Entangl ement 
Size- 3 5  inches by 46 inches 
Date Completed- Summer 1975 
Objective- To produce a double-woven form on a loom 
in a flat , straight piec e ,  to be stuffed and 
twisted after being removed to change the shape.  
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Process- The loom was dressed with var) ous threads 
in an ' at random ' manner as the reed was s l eyed.  
The original drawing or plan can be s een in I l ­
lustration 39. In the weaving proc ess , two slits 
were left open so that parts c ou l d  be twisted 
or turned. Fringe was l eft along some borders 
to add interest .  The ends were woven together 
and a slit  was left on the underneath side  for 
the addition of stuffing material . After the 
fabric was removed from the loom , stuffing was 
added and twisting, turning, and sti tching was 
done to complete the pro ject.  
Observation and Criticism 
1 .  The end product i s  much mo�e interesting 
than the flat , straightness of the woven 
piece.  
2. The chartreuse threads help to l iven up the 
piec·e even though they are few in number. 
3.  The concept of a double-woven form has been 
extremely changed due to the twisting and 
turn) ng • 
.... ::..:·.:-- :; : . . . ... . . · 
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Illustration 40 
Title- The N es ted Space Hanging 
S i ze- 10 inches by 5 feet 
Date Completed- Summer 1975  
Obj ective- After weaving Looped Entanglement and 
having a length of warp threads left on th e l oom . 
the intention was to produce a totally different 
effect with the use of the same warp threads. 
Also , exposure of the stuffing material as well 
as using i t  in the interior was wanted. 
Process- The fabric was woven with weft threads left 
out at each s elvedge to provide the fringe at 
the top and bottom of the finished piec e .  After 
removal from th e loom , the piece was sewn together 
along the warp ends rather than the selvedge 
ends as would normally be expected.  Two areas 
were left open to expose stuffing material which 
was added after the top was pulled together by 
the use of wrapping. The bottom was also wrapped 
and stitches were taken in between to produce 
a bulging effect after the stuffing was c ompleted. 
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Observation and Critic ism 
1 .  Even though thi s  p i ec e  was woven with the 
same warp threads as Looped Entangl ement , 
the. effect i s  totally different. The result 
is dissimilar becaus e :  a .  warp threads were 
hori zontally plac ed,  b. different colors 
were used,  c .  the shape is c ontrasting , and 
d.  i t  i s  a space hanging rather than one 
that hangs on a wal l .  
2 .  Without stitching in the c enter , the form 
is  much l ess interesting. 
3 .  Using th e stuffing material as a part of the 
outward appearanc e of the form was very 
successfu l .  
4 .  The piece  has a definite front to i t  even 
though i t  i s  a space hanging and allowed to 
move freely • 
5 .  The looped areas help to add other areas o f  
interest other th�n what would be considered 
the front pi ctured here. 
6 .  By only dressing the loom onc e fo� th e weaving 
of two pi ec es , much time was saved. 
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Illustration 41 
Title- Sunny Side  Up 
Size- 20 inches square 
Date Completed- Summer 1973 
Obj ective- With the form of a fried egg in mind , th e 
obj ective was to present i t  in a three-dimensional 
form, being higher in t�e ' yolk ' area by th e use  
of  rya knots and thin or  lower on the outer edges 
through the simple tabby weave. Because a three­
dimensional form was to be achieved ,  the ' yolk ' 
area needed to protrude past the thickness of 
the frame when seen at a side vi ew • .  
Process- The c enter woven area was produced by th e 
use o f  a frame loom with natural fibers as th e 
tabby and many vari eti es o f  natural and man-mad e  
fibers for the rya • .  After the weaving was com­
pleted and removed from the fram e ,  it was tacked 
to a piece of particle board. At the same time , 
it  was stuffed with polyester fiber. The center 
of a second piece  of particle board was cut out 
in the irregular shape which was placed on top 
to surround the weaving. This s econd piece o f  
particle board was colored with o i l  pastels then 
with turpentine rubbed into it .  Both boards were 
joined together with the redwood trim so that 
the woven area protrudes in the c enter. The 
rya area was then tacked down around i ts c ircum­
ferenc e.  
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Observation and Cri t i c i sm 
1 .  Even though the c olors are not realisti c , 
they blend well together to form a pleasing 
unit unrelated to the egg. 
2 .  Because of poor judgment in the cutting of 
the irregularly shaped particle board , the 
woven area i s  slightly too smallo  The whole 
area is covered , but there is evi dence of the 
woven fabric edge along the upper right edge.  
3 .  The haphazard free movement of the rya fibers 
repeats the irregular flowing line of the 
egg exterior. The straight woven effect of 
the egg ' wh i te ' echoes the square evenness 
of th e frame .  
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Illustration 42 
Titl e- Stuffed Painting #1 
Size- 35! inches square 
Date C�mpleted- Summer 1975 
Obj ective- Being the first ' stuffed painting ' ,  a need 
to experiment was felt • .  It was important to 
understand what could be done with muslin to 
achi eve a three-dimensional wall relief.  
Proc ess- Firstly , canvas was stretc h ed on a wood 
frame .  To this frame , the muslin was stitched 
down with buttonhole thread working through both 
th e canvas and muslin. At the same t im e ,  poly- · 
ester fiber was plac ed in such a way to produce 
the planned design. Permanent c o lored markers 
were used to produce green, reddish-brown , and 
brown to acc ent the depth created by stuffing • .  
The frame was constructed from redwood anct then 
waxed • 
Observation and Criticism 
1 .  The stuffed muslin extending over the frame 
h elps to break away from th e usual i dea of 
a painting as does the who l e  i dea of using 
cloth in a three-dimensional way within the 
confines of a frame .  
2 .  Of all o f  the ' stuffed paintings ' ,  thi s  one 
works most successfully because of the shapes 
and shadow work added with " th e  markers . 
--- - - - - -- --- -
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J .  Whi l e  observing the finished product against 
a surface that lets l ight through the back ,  one 
can see l i ghts and darks due to the plac ement 
of the polyester fiber being thicker or thinner 
in the area s .  Thi s  observation was the catalyst 
for producing Experiment in Ljght.  
4.  Even though there i s  a definite c enter of 
interes t ,  there i s  a fight for importance within 
i t :  between the smallest stuffed area and the 
l east stuffed darkened area. Because the 
emphasis i s  on stuffing, one would expect the 
stuffed area to pop out as the more prominent , 
but due to th e contrast between lights and 
darks , the least stuffed area vies for attention. 
5 .  ' The i dea for this work stemmed from seeing 
Europa by James T .  Soult . ( I llustration 4 3 )  
I t  i s  constructed o f  gessoed muslin stuffed 
with polyurethane foam , then drawn and painted 
upon with si lver paint and acrylic  paint. I t  
was mounted on a rigid board�O 
I llustration l-1-3 
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Illustratj on 44 
Ti tle- Experiment in Light 
Size- 26 inches by 42 inches 
Date Completed- Summer 1975 
I llustration 45 
Obj ective- Because of the effect of natural light 
seen through the back of Stuffed Painting #1 , 
the goal was to achjeve an aesth etic effect with 
and without the use of ligh t behind the piece 
as i t  hangs on the wall .  
Process- Canvas was stretched over a frame and natural 
muslin hand stitched through both surfaces � The 
sti tching was done with and without th e use of 
two floresc ent tubes that had been attached to 
the inside of the frame,  one on each side with 
a c ommon cord extending through a hole in th e 
bottom of the frame.  More polyester fiber was 
placed as filling where darker areas were desired 
when the light was on . After all stuffing was 
completed , various natural anct man-made fibers 
were added to the outermost surfac e through the 
use of couch ing , again, with and without the light. 
Observati on and Criticism 
1 .  The lights work most effectively i n  a dark 
room. 
2. With the l ights on , only three basic tonal 
areas appear, losing the tonal variations 
of the c o lored yarns. 
3 .  The effect o f  the sculpture i s  much more 
dramatic with the use o f  the lights . 
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4.  As the yarn was added to the exteri or, the 
intention was to cover the darker areas that 
were produced by thicker polyester fiber used 
in the stuffingo. By covering over these areas , 
some of the effect was lost.  
5. When the lights are in u s e ,  the white yarns 
in the uppermost c enter of the couched areas 
are turned to black or darkened , which throws 
the balance of the sculpture off, making i t  
top heavy,; 
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Illustration 46 
Ti tle- The Webbe<l Sphere 
S ize- 38 inches square 
Date Completed- Summer 1975 
Objec tive- Being the second ' stuffed painting ' ,  this 
piece was to be a continuation of experimentation 
with the idea and developing i t  a l i ttle further 
with the use of added fibers . 
Process- The same process as in Stuffed Painting #1 
was followed for the basic  construction of canvas , 
wood , and mus l in .  Instead of markers being used 
to achi eve color .  contrast , and design ,  vari ous 
types of threada were c ouched onto the mus l in 
surfac e in various lengths.  The frame was con­
structed from redwood and painted flat blac k .  
Observation and Criticism 
1 .  Even though the same basic i dea and technique 
was used for thi s  piece as was used for Stuffed 
Painting #1 , the p i ec e  is  not as interesting 
due to the general shape of the c enter form. 
I t  also tends to lose  some of its interest 
by having the ' sphere ' so smooth and fairly 
flat. 
2 .  Couching i s  easily done using many threads 
together as you would use one thread. Using 
couching with many threads allows the gradual 
switching of colors and the process to go 
much faster. 
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I l lustration 47 
Title- Experi enc e with Nature 
S iz e- 18 inches by 36 inches 
Date Completed- Summer 1975 
Obj ective- To incorporate a found wood piece  with 
stuffing and fibers succ essfully . 
Process- Canvas was stretched over a frame and mus l in 
stitched in the c enter with stuffing lightly 
around the edges . The wood piece was then at­
tached to the top of the muslin by placing a 
piece of plywood to the back of th e wood. More 
stuffing was then added and muslin tacked down 
to th e frame. Tubes were sewn together out of 
muslin,  stuffed and sti tched in plac e.  Threads 
were added by couching and a black frame added 
to finish th e piece.  
Observation and Criticism 
1 .  The objective was fully accompli shed. 
2 .  The colors blend well with the wood tones 
and other colors of nature. 
3 .  The muslin tubes help to add more interest 
to the p i ec e  and are a very integral part 
of the whole.  
4.  The ' l egs ' ,  produced with fibers , echo the 
wood form in shape. 
5 .  Thi s  p i e c e  i s  the most successful ' s tuffed 
painting ' on which threads were added by 
couching. 
I 
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I llustration 48 
Title- A New Twi s t  
Size- 27 inches by 1�6 inches 
Date Completed- May, 1976 
Obj ective- To produce an irregularly shaped wal J ­
hanging without the use  of a frame ,  experimentj ng 
with polyurethane foam sheet as the main stuffing 
material . 
Proc ess- A rectangular plece of foam was slit and 
shaped,  then covered with a single kni t  piece 
of material s ewn to f i t .  Parts of the single 
knit were hand-st i tched to each oth er so that 
the foam would hold its shape • .  Uncut corduroy 
was sti tched onto the kni t  and bubbled by the 
use of nylon stockings and polyester fiber. 
Obs ervation and Criticism 
lo  This piece was very successful.  I t  contains 
contrast not only in the col ors choosen ,  
but i n  the texture o f  the material as wel l .  
2. Because all materials were purchased, work 
went fairly fast.  
Ii 
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Illustration 49 
Title- Mister, Mister!  
S i ze- 7{ inches by 8 3/4 inches 
Date Completed- Jun e ,  1976 
Obj ective- To use a preformed styrofoam form as the 
base for a wall relief and as the main stuffing 
material . 
Proc ess- The styrofoam form was first covered with 
white l ining material with the use of acryli c  
polymer medium. Various other layers of fabric  
were then added while the medium was still wet. 
Additional medium was added where needed. Added 
last , were threads and brown stuffing fibers. 
Hand stitching was done to help to insure that 
the fabric remained in plac e .  
Obs ervation and Cri ticism 
1.  After all constructing had been compl eted , 
i t  c ould be noticed that human facial features 
were recognizable .  
2 .  Acrylic polymer medium works extremely well 
to attach fabric to styrofoam as well as 
other materials and is very easy to use.  
3.  Because of the form�lly balanc ed nature of 
this pi ec e ,  it  inspired the construction of 
an assymetrical piece that c ould prove more 
interesting. 
4.  For such a small p i ec e ,  the finished product 
tends to have a h eavy look. 
5 . A larger s imilar work could be much more 
effective. 
. I 
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Illustration 50 
Title- Pink i e  
Si ze- 2 0  inches by 3 7  inches 
Date Completed- Jun e ,  1976 
Obj ective- To incorporate a purchased, 14 inch , round, 
polyurethane pil low form into a three-dimensional 
wall piece.  
Process- A hole was cut out of the c enter o f  the 
p i llow form and a single cotton knit fabric 
covered over i t .  The fabric was brought from 
the back through the hole.  Threads were added 
through the hole.  This form was then added to 
a background of more kni t fabric stuffed with 
polyester fiber. More color was then added with 
th e use of permanent markers to create color 
variation in the fabric .  
Observation and Criticism 
1 .  The effect from th e permanent markers was 
needed to gi ve more tonal interest to the 
fabric.  
2 .  Because o f  the weight of the areas , a few 
stitched tracts are pulled,  distracting from 
the who l e .  
3 .  The softness o f  the fabric and stuffing mate­
rials i s  echoed by the color. 
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4 .  Thi s  i s  a very pleasing piece. 
5.  Without the use of more fabri c  and polyester 
fiber stuffing, thi s  piec e would not have 
been nearly as successful.  
" 
,. 
I ,. 
CONCLUSION 
The materials worked with here, were selected 
for a number of reasons. A great interest in weaving 
l ed to the creation of some hand-woven pi eces . With 
hand-woven fabric , textural qualities are unlimited 
and can be adapted to each individual piece.  Desired 
shapes and si zes can be attained during the weaving 
proces s .  Exact c olor combinations within a woven web 
are easily accomplished. But because of the large se-
lecti on of cloth that can be found at ones fingertips 
and the time saved in its acquisition,  adoption of 
purchased fabric · was later prefered. In all probability , 
the quali ti es of hand-woven fabric woul d  not have en-
hanced the work to any greater extent than d i d  the 
commerc ial fabri c .  
Due to the desire to weave textured fabric ,  i t  
seems most natural that a variety of surface qual ities 
would be used even when employing commercial material. 
Th e stuffing material used most often was poly­
ester fiber. It was chosen because of i ts quality 
to remain in posi tion when hung or moved. Other sub-
stanc es have a tendency to shift in the same s i tuation. 
Polyester fiber also has qual i ti es other materials 
do not posses s .  I t  i s  very strong, washabl e ,  and has 
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a resist�nc e  to attack·· by insects and micro-organisms. 
As work was developed , a need to experiment with other 
stuffings was fel t .  Preference went more towards the 
stiffer types, polyurethane and styrofoam . In working 
with each of these a need arose to use polyester f iber 
to stuff some areas. 
There are many facets in soft sculpture that have 
not yet been explored. Some conceivable ones are: 
a .  Working with polyurethane or styrofoam as the only 
stuffing material within any one p i e c e .  
b .  Creating soft or rounded sculpture without the use o f  
any stuffing, perhaps through basketry· or wire forms. 
c .  Using a number of woven or sewn forms to create one 
I 
! form • .  
" 
i 
. 
d.  Working with acrylic polymers as a means to protect 
soft forms when used as outdoor sculpture . 
e .  Using stuffed fabrics as complete wall coverings or 
H screens. ! ! ,, 
;! Sine e working with stuffed materials i s  a rec ent 
development in th e production of sculpture , presumably any 
further developments along this line would  become very 
l 
L 
!' meaningful in the h istory of art . Fibers , f�bri c s ,  and 
•. 
I' jf stuffing materials are so versatile that they could b e  
used in painting, with c eramics,. as jewelry , and most 
L c rafts. There are so many d irecti ons that are yet to be 
.. 
j" explored . 
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GIJOSSARY 
Acryl ic- A manufactured fiber in whi ch the fiber­
forming substance i s  composed of any regenerated 
naturally occuring prot�ins . 
Amorphous- Without definite form or shape.  
Breast beam- Front rail on a toom over which th e woven 
fabric travels .  
Catalyst- Any substanc e that causes an increase in 
th e rate of a chemical reaction ,  caused by the 
addi tion o f  a substanc e that i s  not permanently 
altered by the reaction. 
Couch- An embroi d ery technique in which fibers are 
attached by passing another thread over them and 
attaching to fabric .  
C'rimu ... - To bend or press into ridges or folds · C'orruo-a te  · , . 6 , 
flute.  
Dressing- A method of preparing warp for the l oom 
in which the yarn is  evenly distributed and given 
uni form tens i on .  
Ester- Any o f  a c lass o f  organic compounds formed 
by decomposing c ertain ethylene compounds and 
used as an antifreez e ,  solvent , and lubricant. 
Harness- Frame to rai s e  and lower warp threads . 
Kapok- A c ottony or s ilky fiber covering the seeds 
of th e kapok tree,  used for mattres s e s ,  life  
pres ervers , insulation material , etc . 
Latex- The sticky emulsion secreted by c ertain plants , 
as the rubber tre e ,  milkweed , etc . ,  that coagulates 
on exposure to air and i s  the bas i s  of natural 
rubber. I t  can be eith er natural or synthetic 
rubber in liquid form; in addi tion to other forms , 
latex may be extruded or cast to form an elastic 
yarn. These may be used bare or wrapped with 
textile yarns . 
Modacrylic- A modifi ed form of the acrylic group , 
fibers composed of a minimum of 85 perc ent acry­
loni trile .  
Moire- A finishing process which produces a wavy 
or rippling pattern with engraved rollers which 
press the design into the fabric . The difference 
in refl ection of the rays of light from the un­
crushed parts of the design i s _ th e  result .  I t  
produces a watered or c louded effect on silk • 
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O l efin- The generic nam e given to an unsaturat ed 
hydrocarbon c ontaining one or more pairs o f  carbon 
atoms linked by a double bond. It i s  a manufac­
tured fiber in which the fiber f o rming subs tanc e 
i s  any long chain o f  synthetic polymer c ompo s ed 
of at least 8 5  perc ent by weight of ethy l ene , 
propylen e ,  o r  other o l efin uni t s .  
Plait- T o  interlace strands , as rop e ,  straw and similar 
material s .  Sometimes u s e d  as a synonym for bra i d ,  
but general ly restri c t ed t o  the interweaving of 
foregoing materials , for bask ets , hats , etc . 
Po lymer- Any o f  two or more compounds formed by chane­
i ng the mol ecular arrangement o f  a c ompound s o  
as t o  form new compounds having th e same prec ent­
age c ompasition as the original , but of greater 
mol ecular weight and different properti es� 
Reed- A c omb- l i k e  devi c e  on a loom which spa c e s  the 
warp yarns in the d e s i r e d  order and also plac es 
each suc c e e d ing filling thread against that al­
ready woven. 
Resin- Synth e t i c s  in many vari eti es u s e d  in finishing 
fabri c s ,  such as urea formal dehy d e , phenol for­
maldehyd e ,  and melamine. Th e s e  and others are 
polymer i z e d  on the fabric or yarn to give so­
called ' p ermanent ' finishes to impart crush re­
s i s tanc e ,  di mensi onal stabi l i ty ,  hand, etc . 
Roving- A l o o s e  a s s emblage o f  fibers drawn o r  rubbed 
into a singl e strand , with very l i tt l e  twi s t .  
Rya- A knot produced by bringing both yarn ends t o  . 
th e surface together between two warp yarns . 
Saran- A trademark for r e s i n ,  filaments and fabr i c s  
derived from vinyli dene chlori d e .  The material 
is thermoplasti c ,  and may be extruded in s trands 
o r  various s i zes which can be woven into fabric 
with a variety of textures such as rattan , r e ed 
or a lustrous fabric with a hard hand, u s e d  for 
automobile s eat covers , luggage and similar pur­
pos es . 
Shantung- A rough , plain weave s i l k  fabric made o f  
uneven yarns t o  produ c e  a textured effec t , . par­
ti cularly evidenc ed in occas i onal thicker threads 
in the filling. Yarns retain all kno ts , lumps 
and other imperfec ti ons . 
Sl eying- Putting the warp threads through the dents 
or open spac es of the r e e d .  
Tabby- Same as plain weave. Warp and f i lling a l t er­
na t e .  
Tenac i ty- The s tate o r  quality of having great c o -. 
h e s i veness o f  parts ; tough . 
Ten s i l e - s trength- The res i s tance o f  a material to forces 
o f  rupture and stress in the d i r e c t i on of l ength ; 
usually expressed in pounds per square inc h .  
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Terephthalic acid- A crystalline aromatic dicarboxylic 
ac j d  isomeric with phthalic aci d ;  it  i s  obtainable 
by oxidation a para-xylene and i s  principally 
used in making polyester. 
Thermoplastic- Plastic formed in the presence of 
or under the application of hea t ,  as c ertain 
synth etic mold ing materials . 
Trapunto- An I talian version of quilting using two 
layers of material but th e design is  not restri ct­
ed  to  parallel lines . 
Tuft- A lock of wool from a well-conditioned sheep 
containing a hundred or more fibers stuck to­
gether. S everal tufts are often united into one 
large one called a stapl e.  
Vinyl chloride- A c olorles s ,  flammabl e ,  toxic gas 
belonging to th e fami ly of organi c  halogen com­
pounds , used principally in making polyvinyl 
chlori de,  an important synthetic resin. 
Vulcanize- To treat ( crude rubber ) with sulfur or 
sulfur compounds in varying proportions an<l at 
different temperatures , thereby increasing its 
strength and elasti c i ty .  
Warp beam- Roller i n  back o f  a loom on which the 
warp i s  wound. 
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